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PECULIARITIES OF ABSORPTION SPECTROPHOTOMETRY OF BIOLOGICAL OBJECTS

I. Introduction

LCFollowing is the translation of an article by L. N.
Bell, published in the Russian-language periodical

Biofizika (Biophysics), Vol X, No 2, 1965, Pages
374--385. Translation performed by Sp/7 Charles T.
Ostertag, Jrj

The mission of absorptiou spectrophotometry is the determination
of the coefficient of absorption (absorbance) of a body in various bands
of the spectrum, that is, a determination of its "absorption spectrum."
The absorption coefficient of a body at a given wavelength is the ratio
of the energy of radiation absorbed by the given body for a given time,
to the energy of radiation of the same wavelength which fell on the body
for the same time:

The valueZ represents the power of the radiation reaching the
body and bears the designation of the intensity of radiation reauhing

the body. Similarly$ is called the intensity of radiation absorbed
by the body.

1

Footnote 1. A known lack of coordination is observed in the terminology

used in spectroscopy. In this article we are mainly adhering to the

terminology cstablished by GOST 7601-55 ("Physical Optics. Designation

of Main Values").

If the body being investigated is homogeneous and certain other

conditions are fulfilled, about which we will talk later, then the

appearance of the absorption spectrum is determined mainly by the nature

and amount of light absorbing substance, and this circumstance lies at

the basis of the spectrophotometric method of quantitative and qualitative

analysis, which has been used already for a long time in chemistry and

biology.

At the present time, when all the more importance has been acquired

by the investigation of the physical-chemical bases of biological phenomena,

optical, and in particular spectroscopic, methods are being more extensively

used in connection with the fact that they are particularly convenient for
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intravitam observations. In contrast to the complex biochemical methods,
the optical methods, as a rule, do not disrupt the normal course of
biological processes and, consequently, reduce the probability of the
appearance of artifacts during the investigation.

Up until recently spectrophotometry was used in biology mainly for
the investigation of solutions of substances (pigments in particular)
which were extracted from the orpnisms being studied. Since these
solutions were usually homogeneous and do not scatter light, then the usual
spectrophotometric methods were sufficient for conducting measurements.
However, when carrying out observations directly on a biological object
(blood, a leaf, tissues) a number of new moments emerged. The investigator
is not always suspicous of these but disregarding them could involve serious
after effects.

The main difference between biological objects and solutions in an
optical sense is their heterogeneity. This circumstance influences the
spectrophotometric mission in two respects. First of all, here the
absorption coefficient and its spectrum are determined not only by the
nature of the substance of which the object under investigation is made
up, but by the nature of its distribution and also the distribution of the
substance which is not absorbing, but scattering. Secondly, as a result
of the scattering of light in the object, the usual (that is, suitable for
non-scattering objects) methods of measuring the absorption coefficient
often prove to be unsuitable.

i �-hw-�t-iuld diatimgueishtwo types of peculiarities in spectre-
photometry of biological, that- ,, heterogeneous and scattering, objects:
.Peculiarities in the technilque of measuring and peculiarities connected
with a change in the absorption spectrum in comparison with the spectrum
of the corresponding homogeneous and non-scattering object.

The aim of the prese- article is to examine he-atd ýpeculiarities.
Here only those pecultarites will be analyzed which are encountered most
often in biology and the nature of which is understandable to a degree which
is sufficient for them to be taken into consideration. Besides this, we
will examine only the spectrophotometry of the visible range of the spectrum,
since it is primarily this range which plays a decisive role in nature, and
mainly in the life of plants.

2. Some General Problems of Absorption Spectrophotometry

The ability of a body to retain Incident light, that is, its ability
to absorb radiation, depeods not only on the nature of the absorbing
substance (this dependency is the besis for the spectrophotmetric method
of analyzing substances), but also on the fore and dimensions of the body
under investigation, an the mature of the distribution of the absorbing and
scattering substance In it, the scattering of light within the body and the
direction of the incident rays.
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The nature of the spectrophotometric mission may be diverse, depending
on the goals of the investigation. Thus, in certain problems it may be
necessary to determine the absorption coefficient of an object on the whole
(as an example, an entire leaf). If the body is sufficiently homogeneous,
then in a number of cases it may be sufficient to have a knowledge of the
absorption coefficient of a specific sector of the object or a unit of
volume of the medium from which it is made up. We encounter such a case,
as an example, when investigating homogeneous suspensions or solutions. If
the medium is made up of separate absorbing particles and a non-absorbinS
("binding") substance, then the greatest interest my concern the stream of
radiation absorbed by each particle separately. An example of a similar
mission is found in the investigation of the photoenergetics of individual
chloroplasts. Finally it is sometimes desirable to determine separately the
absorption coefficient of the various substances which are components of the
particle. This mission emerges in certain analytical investigations, when
based on the measured absorption coefficient it is necessary to determine
the nature of tht absorbing substances or to follow the kinetics of their
change. This mission is encountered in certain energetic problems, for
example, when determining the photosynthetic effectiveness of various plant
pigments.

And so it may be said concerning the determination of the absorption
coefficient of a body, a medium, a particle or a substance. Not only the
theoretical interpretation, but also the methods of experimental investi-
gation of these missions are diverse I. In the present article we will
mainly be concerned with the determination of the absorption coefficient of
a body (object) on the whole, and with the factors which influence the form

* of its absorption spectrum. We note that the general problem of the spect-
roscopy of light scattering media both experimeutally as welt as in the

"*• peculiarities in the theoretical aspect is very complex and only in recent
years it has begun to be developed as a mew branch of physical optics.

We will nm eatine a brief problem concerning the peculiarities of
measuring the absorption coefficient in the general situation of the incidence
of light fron an arbitrary direction on heterogeneous scattering objects of
an arbitrary form.

As me@ already said, the absorption coefficient is defined as the
relationship of two values -- the intensity of absorbed ;adiation and the
intensity of radiation wibh falls on the body (As L r)and therefore
its determinsation io reduoed to the asunrmwat of teise values ao te
meas•resent of two vaute equivatnt to tem.

Generally speaking, by using optical umehode it is mot possible to
directly detrmine the mot of Wng abeorbed bya body. Zt is possible,
S hemv to determine the intesity of rays whih we not ebobed by the
object a will despte thea ras oW tsiug (in sertain cases
thy are alld trusiet).

-- - = '- ' ,j ' : '. .. ..



tcrnl, outgoing rays (non-absorbed) consirt of r,;.. 1 1

iwi petico. ate Into the object and vere reflected from its .urfta-. 4,

I ,fire 1), of rays which have penetrated into the object, bectn i•t.
t.; t•'i ten trvyed from it (2 and 3, figure 1), and of rays which had

,;.!d throiiKh the object without changing their direction (4, tiez>, u.
%., , these rays can be examined separately. For AiJrhIV,, I1

... 1ý!44. Uf su & .. ce reflection is essentially differe.nt from th i,-ý i, -
of ":t-lectilon" of rays which had entered the ohi.vr andl tA. ,'.

il l it. In the present article we unite all the rnys co-iiir

tI., ,,jt~ct together regardless of the naturc (f their /nt(-m
. the .,u•I•.•ince of the body being investigated. Apparently. t1, •a,-,vtn(

1 *or?,: ,.'ergy is equal to the difference between thO intevisW ,,I

*.:•nt radiation on the object and the Intensity ot radiation commyti•

4-f
., .,-;lucnt 1v,

The relationship of the intensity of outgoing rag:; to Mie trt.;'

i encident rays on the object we designate as the transmission -".t-IIw.,

i- T. - and, consequently, A = /-7" -

... flute * Since the transmission coefficient deperd. oni the inntrIt%

A,z utgoing rayn, part of which in general my not ent:r the t,, it., i; I

r 1 .,fore a.y not be passed by it, then the term "transmitssiuli 1 0

Lu.. ate. Somewhat better would be the term "coefficient of sC it L, I-,

.,,, ,mission," but since here also the word "transmission" is ilet_ ce

* w.-, tiot iIsking the introduction of a new term, will utse th, s
tituJ in the text as the one which has received the vldebt di:.trol.

J Lo is ilsence the definition of absorption Corefiitcen I.- -a14W,,,1

'', definition of transmission coefficient.

.'.., , rile the determination of the intensity i i ioiJunt r,. ,

a.[ simfpler mission. The level of complexity of thi ..

ii dimtermined by the nature of the spectrophotomCLIiL 11t• i-I...

lo' i..-ta in cases the direction of incident li itg dues t ,t .-.

*.,', t:.ator. As an example we point out the celt ,rfnat •or. ot .t.-

p ;tiq,,i coefficient of leaves under field conditionsi, .4ien tel.,

ltnninition and the form of the object are not asr.igned by thiL, ',. ',

iiThn.. in the overall case the measuring of incident fltx i1 to

*....iIJy quite difficult mission. In principle this may be dons.Wilt ,

IV A i, light sensitive device, having a sensitive surface which I

,tical in form to the surface of the object, but in practice this I-

i c lk.llt t,) realize. An exception are spherical bodies which are ext±),,d

,.it side-- to light of the same intensity. For such bodies, it ib

.•ible with the help of special devices to measure the so-called

t,.rical radiation exposure.
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Another possible method is the successive measuring of light
intensity based on all the elements of the surface of the objcct, which
also is not a simple operation.

Thus, we see thAt measuring even such a value as the stream of
incident light, which at first glance looks simple, may be accompanied with
great difficulties.

Often however, with the peculiarities of laboratory work, the nature
of the incident light on the object can be assigned by the investigator, and
then the mission of determining Av is significantly simplified. It is
most convenient to select the incident light in the form of a parallel
pencil with an uniform intensity throughout the cross section, since in
this case it is possible to use a plane light dett ,tor for measuring the
intensity of the stream of incident light.

For determining the second value which is necessary for the deter-
mination of the absorption coefficient -- the stream of outgoing light --
in the general case one measurement with the help of the plane detector
is insufficient, even with the incidence of parallel rays. Actually, due
to scattering some of the rays do not reach the plane detector and there-
fore the latter does not register all the outgoing (non-absorbed) rays
(figure 1). The transmission coefficient, measured by such (incorrect) a
method, will be less than the true value, and consequently the absorption
coefficient will be overestimated. Thus, the main condition which should
be observed when measuring the stream of o:tgoing rays is that the light
measuring device register all the rays which are coning out of the inves-
tigated object at various angles. 2

Footnote 2. On the other hand there exists another difficulty in measuring
the stream of scattered rays. This is conditioned by the fact that it is
difficult to realize a plane detector, the sensitivity of which does not
depend on the angle of incidence of the rays (there would be a "cosine
dependency").

If the body does not scatter rays and the latter fall on the object
in a parallel pencil, then the plane dete*tor may be used for measuring

and . as this is done in the ordinary Bekmsn type *pectrophoto-
meters.

So from what has been stated it is clear the selection of the method
for measuring r'f depends significantly on whether or not the object
scatters light.

Spectrophotowstric measuring of non-scattering media (solutions for
example) has received quite extensive dissemination and therefore for mn
investigators the concepts and methods of primarily this branch of spectre-
photometry are usual. Umever, sowtimes these concepts sad methods are
used uncritically when investigating heterogeneous or scattering media, and

SJ
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this often leads to inaccurate and sometimes even paradoxical results. It
happens that the investigators do not always take into consideration (or
know) the conditions of applicability even for those concepts which are
used for describing homogeneous non-scattering media.

For this reason we will first review the method of spectroscopy
of homogeneous non-scattering media.

3. Spectrophotometry of Non-scattering Objects

Methodically the problem of determining the intensity of rays coming

out of the non-scattering object, t , is the same for a homogeneous and
i• heterogeneous object, that is, for an object with an uniform or a nov-uniform

distribution of substance in the object. However, the results and their
interpretation may be different in these two cases and therefore it is
expedient to examine them separately.

A. Homogeneous objects. It was pointed out above that if the object
does not scatter light, then the masurement of .l* and rT is a methodically
quite simple problem under the conditions that parallel rays are falling.
If the reverse is not stipulated, it will be further assumed that a parallel
pencil of rays is falling on the object. Then it is possible to use a plane
detector. In this, one calculation is made in the absence of the object,
which gives .- , and another in its presence, which gives Zyt . Here the
spectral curve of sensitivity of the detector has no importance if mono-
chromatic light is falling on the obje-t. The cross section of the object
should not be simultaneously less than the section of the pencil of rays
and the sensitive surface of the detector, since otherwise in the presence
of the object sam of the rays will reach the detector which had not passed

4 through the object, and a lowered value for the absorption coefficient will
be obtained. This inadmissible case is depicted in figure 2, a. Cases b,
c, and d are permissible, since in the presence ef the object only those
rays reach the detector which have passed through, the object. Castes c and
d take place in ordinary spectropbotameters.

For a homogeneous non-szAttering medium the law of Lambert--Buger
holds true. This law says that the relative lessening of intensity
•f(-A / ) of a narrow pencil (ray) of monochromatic light, passing throigh
a layer with a small thickness AW i Is proportional to this thickness and
does not depend either on the intensity of the light or the depth of the
layer in the we' tm.

Mathematically the law of Laubert--Bwger my be expressed in the
folcling differentia' form.

A 4 4
6
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Here X is th6 intensity of light, falling3 on the layer with the
thickness A% ; -A .r is the lessening of the intensity of the lighc as
a result of absorption. The coefficient k designates the index of
absorption of the given substance . It is the same physical parameter
as, for an example, the index of refraction of the given substance. The
numerical value of A and its dimensionality depend on the units in
which the thickness of the layer is measured and not on the units of
measurement for light intensity. Thus, ifftis measured in centimeters,
then the dimensionality of & will be cm1 .

Physically the significance of the law of Lambert and Buger consists
of the fact that the probability of the absorption of a photon of mon-
chromatic radiation by a molecule does not depend on the density of the
photons, that is, on the light intensity. Apparently this cannot take
place if the number of excited molecules makes up a noticeable portion of
the total number of molecules. Actually, the optical properties of
excited molecules (more accurately, the probability of absorption of a
photon) may be different from those of non-excited molecl1es. With very
great light intensities the number of modified (excited) molecules my
become appreciable. Such a possibility is especially probable if the time
of life of the excited molecule is great, as in the case of fluorescent or
phosphorescent molecules (when the period of the excited condition my
reach up to seconds or minutes). For non-fluorescent substances the
index of absorption, as the classic tests by Vavilov a7 shoved, reainu^
practically constant during a change of the Intensity of the rays by 10"0
times, from 2.5 . 10-12 up to 2 - 108 erg/cm sec. For phosphorescent
substances a lessening of the index of absorption was observed already at
comparatively small intensities.

Footnote 3. Nore accurately, entering the layer.

Footnote 4. Often just this value is called the absorption coefficient;
sometimes it is also called extinction or extinction coefficient. The
accepted name to reomm nded by GOST.

The formula (1) expresses the lav of Lambert-Suger tn a differential
form. For practical applications it is necessary to use the Integral form
of the law, obtained by means of integration of the equation (1):

(2)

This formula shorn that if onto the layer of substance at a depth
of there falls • marrow pencil of l/sht with the intensity .Z, tbem

7 .Ii



the intensity of light at thd depth of 'Xvwill be Z determined by
the formula (2). If it is considered conditionally that a ray falls on
a layer with X w P (for ei-•aple, in the surface of the object), then
N-11 a-. w I will be eqr.l to the path covered by the ray in the
object and the formula takes on the usually encountered form (figure 3, a):

(3)

or a"e'k% * where 7"' = is the transmission coefficient. **

Footnote *,. In those cases when the light is not scattered, instead of
the term transmission coefficient, the term "transparency" is recommended.
Thus, in the given case, 7 is the transparency.

The product b k9 . -w 4lis called the optical density. In the
case of solutions of stained substances (pigments) the absorption index k
often turns out to be proportional to the concentration of pigment (Ber's
law): * a2e. , wherq X 12 called the specific index of absorption and

4is the concer. ation. Then the optical density

is proportional to d w * , that is, to the surface area of the stained
substance. In practice the law of Lambert-Buger is usually represented in
the form TD

and in this case the optical density ts defined as the negative decimal
logarithm of the transmission coetiicient: D/ - 7' . Here D #73•-D.t/**

Footnote***. Strictly speaking, just D / is callkd the optical density.
According to COST, ý I * , etc. should be designated as natural optical
densty, natural absorption index, etc.

Already from a simple examination of the formula (3) it is possible
to make a number of conclusions relative to the conditions which should be
satisfied for its practical application. Some of these requirements are
relative to the nature of the incident rays, some -- to the properties of
to object being investilated. These conditions are as follows.

1. Equality of the paths, covered by all the rays of the light
strvom in the object. In practice we are always dealing with light pencils
with a finite cross section. In the formula (3) the length of the path W
apparently should be the same for all the rays of the pencil. Namely

b
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therefore, usually speaking we apply the law of Lambert-Buger to parallel
rays, falling on a plane-parallel object. Actually, other configurations,
generally speaking, are also permissible and in particular one such as that
which is depicted in figure 3, b. The wide application of parallel rays
and plane-parallel objects (or cuvettes for solutions) is explained
exclusively by reasons of cnvenience.

Since in principle it is impossible to obtain absolutely parallel
pencils of rays from a source with finite dimensions LP, then there will
always be a certain error, caused by the difference between the path length
of the light rays in the plane-parallel object and the thickness of the
latter. Usually the greater the angular deviation of the rays, then the
greater the dimensions of the source of light and tVie less the focal distance
of the colliLator lens. In the ordinary SP-4 epectrophotometer the direction
of the rays to easily detected by placing a sheet of white paper on the path
of the rays and moving it along the pencil of light. The width of the
representation uo the exit aperture of the monochromator is changed with
this, and this designates the direction. Such a simple experiment shows
that the angular deviation of the rays in the S-4 spectrophotometer equals
about 1.50, which leads to a less than 0.1% scattering of rays in a cuvette.
Consequently, the relative error in determining the optical density will
also be less than 0.1%. The relative error in determining the transmission
coefficient will depend on the absolute value of the latter. Thus, when

T - 0.3 the relative error A 7/'Tturne out to be equal to a 0.1%; when
7 -0.5, a7/7. 0.06% and when 7 - 0.7, AT/T" 0.03%. Thus, as the

accuracy of ordinary spectrophotometerx usually does not exceed 0.1%, then
the error from a non-parallel pencil is immaterial, at any rate when there
are no large optical densities.

2. The optical homogeneity of the object. The formula (3) my be
obtained from the formula (1) only if the absorption index k does not
depend on ;, that is, on the point in the object. In order that the
condition be fulfilled, it is sufficient that the body under inwestigetion
be homogeneous physically and chemically. The condition of such homogeneity,
strictly speaking, is not necessary; in principle various substances may have
the same k. However, in order that the law of Lembert-fter be applied to
such chemically heterogeneous substances, still another additional condition
must be fulfilled: The refraction indices of the substances asking up the
body should also be the sam or in any case should not be sharply shifted
from point to point, which is necessary so that the body does not scatter
light.

3. Monochromatism of light. This condition ti necessary for ful-,
filling the differential law and all the more for the integral. Actually
since the absorption index in a general case depend* on the wavelength of
light, then apparently for non-monochromatic light it Is impossible to
select such a coefficient , in the formula (1) which would not depend on
the position of the layer in the object. In actuality, as the light
penetrates the object the spectral composition of the light is changed and
therefore for con-monochromatic light the effective value of is also

t
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changed. Therefore, the absorption index in the general case does not
depend on the depth of the layer in the object; only in the event of
strictly monochromatic light. An exception are the so-called gray bodies
in which A does not depend on the wavelength, and therefore for them the
formulas (1) and (3) are applicable even with the incidence of non-mono-
chromatic light.

The light used for spectrophotometric measurements, strictly speak-
ing is non-monoobroamtic and consists of rays lying in a certain interval
of wavelengths. The distribution of light intensity based on wavelengths
in prism spectrophotometers has approximately the form of an isosceles
triangle (figure 4, b). The degree of monochromatism (spectral frequency)
of the light depends on, in addition to other factors, the width of the
input aperture of the monochrometor. The narrower the aperture, then the
more monochrometic the light which is given off, but the less its intensity.
Therefore, the work is practically always done with not too narrow apertures,

* and consequently with pencils of light of a not very high spectral frequency.
This circumstance may be of much importance when measuring an absorption
coefficient in the vicinity of the acute maxim•m (or minimum) of absorption.
The essence of the affair is easy to understand if you turn to figure 4.
This depicts the absorption spectrum with an acute maximum (curve a) and the
spectral distribution of the light given off in the spectrophotometer (curve
b). Suppose it is required to measure the absorption coefficient at the
point of the maximum. We will assume that the maximum of the spectral
sector used coincides with the wavelength of the maximum of absorption. It
is clear that each truly monochromatic ray will be absorbed in accordance
with its absorption coefficient, which is depicted in figure 4. Actually
the measured absorption coefficient will be a certain average value of the
absorption coefficients of various wavelengths, given off by the mono-
chromator; from figure 4 it can be seen that this resulting absorption
coefficient will be less than the true maximunt value. The deviation of
the measured value from the true one will naturally depend on the form of
the maximum of the absorption curve and on the form of the spectral range
used in the measurements. It is necessary to keep this circumstance in
mind during accurate measurements in the area of the acute maximums.
Calculations show, for an example, that for a solution of chlorophyll a in
acetone, having an optical density P 0.47 ( 7- 0.34) in the maximum of
absorption (660 m# ), the measured value of the optical density with an
aperture width of 0.02 mm practically corresponds with the true value; at
the same time, with an aperture width of 0.1 mm P 0.40 is obtained,
that is, a difference of 15%.

The influence of non-monochromatic light may be still more signif-
icant in a more general case when the absorption spectrum is determined of
a substance which is found in a mixture with other stained substances. If
at first the absorption spectrum of the whole mixture is measured and then
the spectrum of all the coaponents, with the exception of the one being
invastigated ("control" or "background"), then the desired spectrum is
found by means of subfracting the second from the first, that is, it is A

10



difference spectrum. When using non-monochromatic light this difference
spectrum may differ strongly from the true one in the vicinity of the
maximums and with small optical densities for the substance being
investigated M7.

It must also be noted that with non-monochromatic light the
spectral selectivity of the detector may also influence the result of
the measurements.

4. Absence of long-lived excited states for the molecules of the
object. It was already stated that one of the most important conditions
for the applicability of formula (1), and consequently the resulting
formula (3), is the absence of long-lived excited states for the molecules
of the object. Since many biological pigments possess photoluminescence
and, consequently, may be found for a prolonged tim in the excited state,
then under certain conditions a deviation may be observed from the law of
Lambert-Buger.

It can be shown that when calculating the time of the excited state
of the absorbing molecules, ' , the usual Lambert-Buger formula (3) is
replaced by the following:

loe

kV (4)

Here 0" , 2 and k , just as previously, denote correspondingly
the intensity of transmitted and incident light and the absorption index;
Anp is the intensity of incident photons (the number of photons falling

on 1 cm2 in a second), Q' is the molecular index of absorption of the
absorbing substance: Oj It/,* where p is the number of molecules of
the absorbing substance in 1 cmi.

From formula (4) it is apparent that the deviation from the Lambert-
Buger formula is determined by the factor

Eft-k Tor ('-,e I

For definiteness we will consider that auessential deviation takes
place if formula (4) deviates from formula (3) by more than l% Then the
condition of the deviation from the Lambert-Duger formula is written
thusly:

0- > e. of

II



or for sufficiently great depths where the deviation in most noticeable

(4')

In this manner an infraction of the Lambert-Buger law will be observed
if on a strongly absorbing substance ( 00 sufficiently great) with contin-
uously excited molecules ( '" sufficiently great) there falls a sufficiently
intense stream of light ( is great).

2The table presents the values of the light intensities (in erg/cm
sec) which are necessary for carrying out the conditions (4') with different
values of Q0 and 2 . The least values of 0-1 correspond to the minimum
absorption of chlorophyll a (472 m*), and the greatest-- to the maximumj of absorption of chlorophyll a (660 mr.).

em2 - sec

10 10 1

1.5 "1016 2.0 . 1010 2.0 . 105 2.0 . 102

1.7 10"l8 2.5 . 1012 2.5' 107 2.5. 104

The data of the table shows that even for strongly absorbing sub-
stances (red maximum of chlorophyll) a deviation from the Lambert-Buger law
will be observed in ordinary fluorescing substances 10-8 sec) only
with light intensities on an order of 2 • 1010 erg/cm2 sec (in the tests by
Vavilov L11 the greatest intensity was 2 1 108 erg/cm2see). For 'l0"J
sec a deviation may take place already at intensities on the order of
2 . 10-5 erg/cm2 sec which is half as much as the intensity of sun light
(in the visible range) on a bright day.

B. Objects with an irregular distribuLioff the absorbing substance.
In the previous section we examined hocaogenuous objects, that is, it was
assumed that the absorbing substance was dtstributed uniformly throughout
the entilre volume of the object. Most often in biological objects this
condition is not fulfilled, and the pigments are usually concentrated in
s•nll structural units (cbloroplasts, erythrocytes, etc.) which are divided
by the non-absorbing or weakly absorbing medium.

In connection with this the problem arises concerning the dependency
of the value of the absorption coefficLent A, the absorption spectrum A
( • ), and the spectrum of optical density D (RL) of the object on the
nature of the distribution of the pigment in it.

12 Cooky



We will assume that the heterogeneity of distribution does not lead
to the scattering of light. Generally speaking, heterogeneity of distri-
bution of the absorbing substance is combined with the scattering of light,
but since we want to clear up what effects may be caused by a certain non-
uniformity in the concentration of pigment, then we will still consider that
scattering does not take place. However, in certain cases it is possible to
experimentally remove the influence of scattering. Thus, when working with
suspensions of cells, it is possible to significantly decrease scattering
by suspending the cells in solutions of the appropriate proteins. If the
index of refraction of the solution is selected as close as possible to the
index of refraction of the cells which are being investigated, then scatter-
ing is sharply decreased and almost a transparent suspension is obtained M.
In similar "elucidated" suspensions the difference in the absorption spectrum
and the spectrum of the corresponding extract of pigments is mainly condi-
tioned by the non-uniformity in the distribution of the pigments, and also
the possible change in their condition in living calls (for example, due to
their bond with specific protein within the cell).

We note that the scattering of light also deareases sharply during the
seepage of water in leaves L.

1. The first peculiarity of the heterogeneous media under examination
consists of the following: The absorption coefficient at any wavelength is
always greater with an uniform distribution of the pigment than with a non-
uniform. In particular, a homogeneous solution always absorbs greater than
any other object of the same form containing the same amount of pigment which
is distributed non-uniformly. Proof of this provision is given in the
work /7/. The circumstance that more light passes through a non-uniform
object than through an object with an uniform distribution of pigment con-
f irm" the Irmucuracy of the work /8/, in which it ts affirmed that the
absorption coefficient of a system of absorbing tubes (calculation made for
a system of blood veaosels) do*s not depend on their number or diametzr, but
only on their volume, that is, the total amount of pigment.

The physical significance of the provision being discussed iS easily
cleared up by an examination of the following simple example. Assume that
one cuvette is filled up with a homogeneous solution, and in another similar
cuvette the pigment takes up only half of the volume (for example, the
cuvette is divided by a membrane through which the molecules of the pignt
do not pass). Suppose that on each half of the cuvette the stream Z- falls
anid 2?e -x~;6  _ (i ) passes (figure 5, a).

It is asserted that more light passes through an object with a non-
uniform distribution of pigment, that is *r- > , which Is equivalentSz - , > ý,- -0 •

to 1
If we turn to the lower of the curves on figure 5, ]jwhich depict the

dependency of transmitted light on the surface concentration of the pigment
6' , then it is easy to see that this latter inequality actually takes place.
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Physically this amounts to the fact that with a disruption of the uni-
formity of distribution of the pigment, more light begins to ass through
the "enlightened" place (in our case this change equalsj -.1 ) than
is absorbed in the "darkened" places (a lessening of intensity, in our
example of 7T-X ). The cause of this is concealed in the fact that the
curve of tranUmislion drops more rapidly at small values of surface density
than at large ones, that is, it is transformed by a curvature downwards.
If the law of light transmission was such that curve ( gr ) was transformed
with the curvature upwards, then the result would be the reverse, that is
heterogeneous objects would absorb most of all.

2. The second peculiarity, caused by the non-uniform distribution
of the pigment, consists of the fact that the very form of the absorption
curve is changed, that is, the absorption coefficient at various wave-
lengths is not increased by the same number of times with the disruption
of homogeneity. Qualitatively it is possible to comprehend the reason for
this if we again turn to figure 5, b, which depicts the curves of trans-
mission for the stated object at two wavelengths, for which 7/ > XJ.
Accepting the reasoning similar to that presented above, it is possible to
be satisfied that with a disruption of the homogeneous distribution, for
example in such a way that half of the object turns out to be without
pigment (%-O ) and all of the pigment is concentrated in the other half
of the object ( d' J•f ), an increase of light transmission will be
greater for the more strongly absorbed wavelengths, that is(1 +- 1); >( T +r' -.2

For a more quantitative demonstration of the "equalization" of the
absorption spectrum with a disruption of the homogeneity of the object, we
will examine a case when with the stated disruption a certain part of the
light p passes through the absorbing medium, &nd the remaining part -/P
passes freely without absorption. Then if through D we designate the optical
density of a homogeneous absorbing medium, it is possible to write:

-D
1hom, afen e p

(5)

(5')

since, apparently, the concentration of absorbing substance in a hetero-
geneous medium is concentrated in less volume, and therefore the optical
density increases by Vp tines. Figure 6 shows the dependency of the
relationship of the absorption coefficient of a heterogeneous medium,
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Sthat is, r, to the absorption coefficient of a homogeneous
medium, f -. , as a function of optical density of the initial
homogeneous VeFjm with various values of p . It is apparent from
figure 6 that the greater the degree of heterogeneity, that is the less
Ad , then the greater is the difference in the absorption coefficients

of the homogeneous and heterogeneous media at a given optical density.
The absorption coefficient of a suspension is reduced very noticeably
in the area of strong absorption, that is, there where the optical density
is great. As a measure of the increase in optical density, the ratio

r-e~reo approaches p . In the area of weak absorption

(small D) the absorption coefficients of homogeneous and heterogeneous
media differ little. Consequently, a disruption of homogeneity leads to
a strong reduction in the absorption band and to a relative decrease of
the absorption coefficient in the area of weak absorption. The corres-
ponding change in the absorption spectrum is depicted schematically in
figure 7. There occurs a equalization, or leveling of the spectra of
transmission and absorption due to the great decrease of the absorption
coefficient in the area of strong absorption.

An example of the effect under discussion is the fact that the
absorption coefficient of a leaf in the blue and the red ranges of the
spectrum, that is, where the leaf absorbs most strongly, is less than the
absorption coefficient of a solution of the isolated pigments with their
same average surface density.

A special case of heterogeneous media are suspensions of stained
particles. This case is specially interesting since It is often encountered
in biology.

A suspension may be viewed as an exceptional case of a heterogemnmes
medium when It has a large number of strongly absorbing agglomerates of
pigment. This case my be reduced to what wes said above (see figure 6),
if the total area of the cross sections of all the particles is less than
the area of the baes of the column of the suspension under invstipstiont
which may be selected as equal to 1 cm2 . tn other words, we consider that
the "degree of coveriba " of t of the suspensionj#%L. unere i is the

number of particles in the column (surface density of the particles) and
3 is the area of a cross section of one particle. Physically this

indicates that the absence of a mutual darkening of the particles is
assumed.

Consequently, a leveling of the absorption spectrum, about %hich &
spoke earlier, also takes place for suspensions. In particular, if the
optical density of the pigment of the solution i1 so east thet lght
practically does not pass through the solution, then following &e8Sr tUq
of the pi/pwt part of the light say pass tbrou*h the s onpe m viLo whout
hindrance, in general not being absorbed. this "effect of passage" is em
of the reasons why it is a mistake to consider that the Absorption sooff•aiomt

1'5
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of a structurized object (for example, a leaf) can be appraised based on
the absorption coefficient of a solution of pigments isolated from it and
having the name average optical density as the leaf. Even only for this
reason the concept of "effective leaf", which is sometimes encountered in
literature on the physiology of plants, is completely defective.

3. It is important to stress that the stated equalization of the
absorption spectrum takes place without fail only with a strong disruption
of homogeneity. With small disruptions in the uniformity of the distri-
bution of the pigment, when the surface density of the pigment is changed
Insignificantly, the absorption curve my either level out or, just the
opposite, "deepen", depending on the absolute value of the jurface density
of the pigment ( J ) and on the ratio between specific indices of
absorption at various wavelengths.

The essence of the matter is as follows. At small changes of surface
density the increase of the coefficient of transmission depends on the
curvature of the curve of transmission, that is, on how rapidly the slope
of thi curve changes (figure 8).

Actually, if in the vicinity of a certain point the slope of the
curve of transmission would be constant, then it is apparent that the
increase of the surface density by a small value in one area of the object
and the corresponding decrease in the other area would lead to equal and
reverse changes in the coefficient of transmission. but naely because
the curvature is greater with small values for the surface density, that
to in the area of great transmission and the result is (just as with any
disruption of homogeneity) that the total coefficient of transmission is
increased: Ar* >A rA,* The curvature f qr the curve of trans iss ion is
determined by the second derivative, a 7"/*'V 1 O rand

therefore depends on the specific index of absorption *X and on the
surface density .

The dependency of 91 /J7 Don the specific index of absorption with
the prescribed values of surface density has the form of a curve with a
maximum (figure 9). The maximum value is achieved with the optical density

From an examination of figure 9 it is seen that for any two mve-
lengths 21 and I& , of such that X.&>z (for example VX a1.33 and X&4.
- 2.0), the increase in the coefficient of transmission with a small
disruption of homogeneity will be greater for the more strongly absorbable

ayve in the event of A relatively mall surface density J - 1; a leveling
of the absorption curve occurs. With a emall density of the pigaent
( 6 - 1.5) a small disruption of homogeneity leads to the fact that trans-
miasion is increased more strongly for the less absorbable light, that is,
for light with j <., and consequently there takes place a "deepeaiaw"
of the absorption car.
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* Since with a set thickness for the object and a concentration of
pigment, the values for the specific indices of absorption my be very
diverse, then the relative values of the curvature will also be diverse
and therefore the coefficients of absorption with the same wevelengths
will draw together and with others will diverge. Similar effects may have
impiortance when investigating smiall changes In the coefficient of trans-
mission, as,, for an example, when studying differential spectra ~

4.* Above we examined a change of the absorption coefficients* caused
by the redistribution of the pigmnt of any one type. Often biological
objects contain several various pigments. It is evident that If the re-
distribution of the pigmnts takes place in such a way that only the
arrangemnt (order) of the pigmnts along the path of the light ray is
changed and the surface density of each of these along the ray is not
changed, then the total absorption coefficient of the object Is not
changed since the coefficient of transmission equals the product of the
coefficients of transmission of the separate pigmaent (figure 10. & and Jk).

But if the redistribution of the absorbing substances leads to a
change of surface fIessityl, then~ the coefficient of transmission is changed
(figure 10,0 1).-'

In the cited example,* transmission In case c is greater than In
case a or b, osince r,?v' 3L > ;~which is equi~valent to

in general and here the theorem is applicable which states that the ultmiu
coefficient of transmission takes p]Ace ulena the optical density Is the
same throughout the entire sample (the proof refers to a plans-parallel
sample on which a pa:illel pencil of light falls perpendicularly).

5. In the preceding discussions it was assimsd that the rediatri-
button of pigments did not lead to a change of their specific abeerptiem
index. Actually with a strong drawing together (aggregating of the
molecules their interaction increases and the electron oomfiWatiem of
the atoms may be changed. As a result the optical properties of the
molecules may also be changed. As a rule,* aggregating leads to a hksoadsaw
Log or narreming of the absorptiton beands, Shifting then to the lug Una
range and lees often to sepaation into #eparate bands. Vasidea ths# it
is also pos&ible that on interference of waves which ane scattered by
neighboring particles and other 'cooperative phemmea " tao Place* jV,
ftese problems will not be exammined in the present artioele.I Ieu lss
it t*Ivelym necaesaryto kep'ito ind that achasn" latMamp" O
aggregating conditions a change in the abeorptiou speetrmo eaned Mnt
only by physical but also chmical reasons. A pod sampe i to e speesm
of pigmets derived from leaves or cells of alp*e. "e don amt etion W
the pivent a shift of the absorption bond to tde ehet mm i rei e tma
place eas a result of a dhange to the OphIcal-dotieal emadition of di
tpimet molecatle Meeides this * there Is as increase of the absgeptisn

coefficient Is tdomxi (red an blUe) as tea st Of the lees of PGese



effect and a decrease of absorption in the area of weak absorption (green)

as a result of the lose of scattering5 (see example in figure 69, S /6/).

Footnote 5. The role of scattering will be examined below.

6. It was already noted that even with the incidence of a parallel
pencil of light on a plane-parallel homogeneous object, the form of the
absorption spectrum (to any case the relative values of the ordinates)
depends not only on the nature of the absorbing substance, but also on its
concentration and the thickness of the obej ,the other hand, the form
of a spectrtm with the optical density - the does not depend on the
stated factors and therefore this spectrum is miutable in the best way
possible for the identification of the absorbing substance. In truth,
;P , and therefore a change in the thickness of the sample changes all

the ordinates of the spectrum of optical density by the ease number of times,
and consequently does not distort the form of the spectrum. Besides, if the
law of Beer takes place, that is -Cx , where C is the concentration
of pilpant, then a change of the latter does not change the form of the
spectrum of optical density. For this rea.on in analytical problems it is
acceptable to work with the spectrum of optical density and not the spectrum
of absorption.

In uonnection with this the problem arises concerning the expediency
of using the spectrum of optical density in those cases when the object is
not homogeneous. To begin with. it is evident that for a heterogeneous
body the optical density, formally determined by the equation • --
- -In( 1j ), cannot be expressed through the index of absorption k and
the thickness of the object X by the formula -X * , as this takes
place for homogeneous objects, if only because k and * are different
for various parts of the object. Nevertheless, it can be proposed that in
spite of the change in the form of the absorption spectrum during the
disruption of the homogeneity of distribution of the absorbing substance.
the form of the spectrum of optical density may be preserved and thbrefore
it ts expedient to work with this spectrum even in the case of a heteros
seneous object. Actually the spectra of the optical density of a homogeneous
and the corresponding heterogeneous objects are not the seam. It is easy
to be convinced of this by cm''aring t -- IJ, ap)e.p"/3 nd

D (see formula@ (5) and (5')). The nonproportionality of these two
values denotes that their spectra are different.
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Figure Is Scattering of rays in a heterogeneous object. The indications of
the detector depend on its arrangement relative to the object.

Figure 2. Various possible cases of using the plane detector for determining
the absorption coefficient of a homogeneous object, onto which a parallel
pencil of rays is falling.
Case a is inadmissible since it yields a lowered value for the absorption
coefficient.
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Figure 3.

A

II

Figure 4. With a wide aperture on the spectrophotometer a wide range of the
spectrum is given off (curve b) and the measured value of the absorption
coefficient (A) in the vicinity of the acute maximwu in the abaorptina
spectrum a turns out to be understated.
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Figure 5. Curve of transmission for two vravelengths. Axis of ordinates --

intensity of passing lightq axis of abscissae -- surface density.

10I,
itw

Figure 6. Relation of the coefficients Figure 7. Spectrum of absorption of
of absorption of a heterogeneous object a, homogeneous object - ;secrmo
to the coefficient of absorption of an absorption of a heterogeneous object
homogeneous object as the function of -h

the optical density of the latter at
various levels of disruption of homo-
geneity. a Aheterogeneous/ A hoiog.
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Figure 8. Change in the coefficient of Figure 9. Dependency of the curvature
transmission with small disruptions of of the curve of transmission on the
the homogeneity of the distribution of specific index of absorption with
pigment depending on the curvature of various values of surface density of
the curve of transmission 7(4) the pigment .
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Figure 10.
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